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FT Cam (=Antipin Var64) is a dwarf nova disovered by Antipin (1999). The objetwas photometrially studied by Kato et al. (2001) during the 2000 February outburst.Kato et al. (2001) revealed a rather monotonous deline at a rate of 0.82 mag d�1,without a signature of superhumps. From these observations and the past reord, Katoet al. (2001) suggested that FT Cam may be an SS Cyg-type star, but there remained apossibility that we have only observed normal outbursts of an SU UMa-type star.Reently, Thorstensen and Fenton (2002) reported the detetion of a spetrosopiorbital period (Porb) of 0.07492(8) d. Suh a short period (below the period gap of ata-lysmi variables) would naturally suggest an SU UMa-type lassi�ation (Warner 1995)1.However, the apparent lak of long outbursts (superoutbursts) in the photometri reordof FT Cam, whih qualify an objet to be an SU UMa-type star, has raised a new problem(Thorstensen and Fenton 2002). Both Kato et al. (2001) and Thorstensen and Fenton(2002) remarked that only short outbursts have been observed, and no superoutburst-likelong outbursts have been yet reorded. This onlusion has been on�rmed with the ob-servations reported to VSNET (http://www.kusastro.kyoto-u.a.jp/vsnet/) up to2002 September. Sine the objet has been monitored more than 4 yr (with oasionalgaps; there remains a small possibility that some superoutburst ourred in an unfor-tunate gap), the apparent lak of superoutbursts is unusual, sine the longest expetedsuperyle length for SU UMa-type dwarf novae is �1000 d, unless there is a speialmehanism, suh as that whih seems to be working in WZ Sge-type stars (Ihikawa andOsaki 1994). Only three short outbursts (1998 September, 2000 February, 2002 February)have been reorded during this period.Among the possible \speial mehanisms" to suppress dwarf nova-type outbursts, Katoet al. (2001) have suggested that FT Cam may be an intermediate polar (IP), whose mag-neti �eld an suppress dwarf nova-type outbursts (Angelini and Verbunt 1989). However,time-resolved photometry by Thorstensen and Fenton (2002) did not reveal the preseneof oherent pulse, whih is expeted to be present in an IP. The weakness of HeII emissionline (Thorstensen and Fenton 2002) also prefers the non-magneti (non-IP) nature.

1There are a few known dwarf novae below the period gap, whih have not been yet demonstrated to be SU UMa-typestars in spite of suÆient observations. IR Com, as we will disuss later, is suh an example.
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Table 1. Comparison of X-ray Properties of FT Cam and IR ComaObjet Count rate HR1 HR2 VFT Cam 0.050 1.00 0.47 17.5IR Com 0.061 1.00 0.44 17.0a The X-ray data are taken from Voges et al. (1999).

We alternatively propose that FT Cam is an analog of IR Com, another peuliar dwarfnova with a short orbital period (P = 0.08704 d) and infrequent outbursts (Kato et al.2002 and referenes therein). The number of reorded outbursts of IR Com between 1997and 2002 is only three, and no long outbursts (superoutbursts) have been yet onlusivelydeteted. All of these features are ommon to FT Cam.We also note that the X-ray properties of FT Cam is extremely lose to those ofIR Com (Table 1). In partiular, the remarkable agreement in hardness ratios and uxratios (X-ray ount rate/optial ux) is striking. In view of these properties, as wellas remarkably similar outburst properties, FT Cam and IR Com make almost a \twin"among short-Porb dwarf novae. Up to now, HT Cas has been proposed to have analogousproperties with IR Com (Kato et al. 2002). Sine both IR Com and HT Cas are elipsingsystems, the presene of a non-elipser FT Cam provides us new opportunities in studyingthese unusual systems at di�erent binary inlinations. Sine HT Cas is known to veryinfrequently show superoutbursts (e.g. Zhang et al. 1986; no superoutburst has beenreorded sine 1985), we still have hane to eventually see a superoutburst of FT Cam.Future on�rmation of suh a superoutburst will provide an observational test for proposedmehanisms of suppressing outbursts in some unusual short-Porb dwarf novae (e.g. Lasotaet al. 1995).We are grateful to all observers who reported vital observations to VSNET. This workis partly supported by a grant-in aid (13640239) from the Japanese Ministry of Eduation,Culture, Sports, Siene and Tehnology.
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